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Abstract 
Text mining could be a technique to search out significant patterns from the on the market text 

documents. A number of experiments have been conducted over the proposed model by using the 

various forms of the input data generated after various levels of pre-processing. The proposed model 

has been tested for the various performance measures which includes the precision, recall, average 

prediction accuracy and F1-measures. All of the above performance measures has been obtained after 

the estimation of the statistical type 1 and type 2 errors over the input data. The proposed model has 

been found accurate higher than 60-85% in all of the rounds if the true negative cases are also being 

analyzed. The proposed model has been recorded with the average accuracy over all of the test cases 

nearly at 83% which is better all of the other models used under the existing model. The proposed 

model has outperformed all of the existing models designed with the different filters over the 

differently processed datasets. 
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Introduction 

Text mining could be a technique to search out significant patterns from the on the market 

text documents. Text mining, conjointly remarked as text data processing, is that the method 

of etymologizing high-quality data from text. 'High quality' in text mining typically refers to 

some combination of connectedness, novelty, and powerfulness [1]. High-quality data is 

often derived through the production of patterns and trends extracted or evaluated through 

the means that like applied math pattern learning. Text mining typically includes the method 

of structuring the input text (usually parsing, together with the addition of some derived 

linguistic options and also the removal of others, and ulterior insertion into a database), 

etymologizing patterns inside the structured knowledge, and at last analysis and 

interpretation of the output [3]. 

Stages of Text Mining Method 

Text mining methods have been utilized in the versatile applications, ranging from the data 

retrieval to the natural language processing applications. The Text mining application 

requires the multiple steps to be executed in the particular arrangement, which is shown in 

the following steps: 

1. Data Retrieval systems establish the documents in a very assortment that match a user’s 

question. The foremost acknowledge IR systems are search engines like google that 

establish those documents on the globe wide net that are relevant to a collection of given 

words. 

2. Natural Language Process (NLP) is one amongst the oldest and most troublesome issues 

within the field of computing. It's the analysis of human language in order that 

computers will perceive natural languages as humans do. This is usually done using the 

annotation documents with data like sentence boundaries, part-of-speech tags, parsing 

results, which might then be browse by the data extraction tools. 

3. Data Methoding (DM) is that the process of characteristic patterns in massive sets of 

knowledge. The aim is to uncover antecedently unknown, helpful information. Once 

employed in text mining, DM is applied to the facts generated by the data extraction 

section and places the results of our DM method into another information which will be 

queried by the end-user via an acceptable graphical interface. The info generated by 

such queries may be delineated visually.
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4. Data Extraction is that the method of mechanically 

getting structured knowledge from an unstructured 

language document. 

5. Ontology based Text Classification 

6. Ontology or primary keyword extraction can be 

considered as the powerful solution of the problems by 

defining and introducing the important and explicit 

specification and characterization of the 

conceptualization based on the given and entitled 

concepts, descriptions, and the generalized and 

detailed semantic relationships, which are formed and 

managed between the concepts described by Zhao et 

al. and Li et al., where they have given the ontology 

based representation of the information which is 

primarily categorized as Domain Ontology (DO), 

which includes and consists of the concepts and 

relationship about the particles particular domain area 

and (b) the Ontology Instance (OI), which is primarily 

related with automatic generation of Web pages. Basic 

components of ontology include: (a) classes, (b) 

attributes, (c) relations, (d) function terms, and (e) 

rules illustrated by Wimalasuriya and Dou. Ontology 

needs to be specified formally. Common Logic (CL) 

and Semantic Application Design Language (SADL) 

described by Wimalasuriya & Dou are the popular 

ontology based languages, which are commonly 

utilized for the purpose of semantic evaluation of the 

given datasets. However, Xuet al. found that semantic 

analysis is computationally expensive and challenging 

for researchers especially for large text corpora, such 

as text data in social networking Websites. 

 

Related Work 

Lee et al., 2002 conferred temporary introduction is 

conferred on SVM and a number of other applications of 

SVM in pattern recognition issues. SVM are with success 

applied to variety of applications starting from face 

detection and recognition, object detection and recognition, 

written character and digit recognition, speaker and speech 

recognition, data and image retrieval, prediction and etc as 

a result of they need yielded wonderful generalization 

performance on several applied math issues with none 

previous information and once the dimension of input 

house is extremely high however failed to compare the 

performance results for same application. 

Lu et. Al, 2003 conferred intimately our approach that uses 

SVM for classification and segmentation of an audio clip. 

The projected approach classifies audio clips into one in 

every of 5 classes: Pure speech, Music, setting sounds and 

silence. We've additionally projected a group of latest 

options to represent a 1 second sub clip, together with band 

regularity, LSP divergence form and spectrum flux. The 

experimental analysis have shown that the SVM technique 

yields high accuracy and with high process speed. We have 

a tendency to area unit extending this work to include 

visual data to assist video content analysis, the result's 

additionally terribly satisfying. 

Denial I.Morariu et. Al, 2006 Investigated 3 approaches to 

make the economical meta-classifier. During this choose 

eight totally different SVM Classifiers. For every of the 

classifier changed the kernel, the degree of the kernel and 

input file illustration supported the chosen classifier 

calculate the higher limit of our meta- classifier that's 

ninety four.21 %. Compare one easy static model supported 

majority vote with 2 accommodative ways. With majority 

vote the classification accuracy was eighty six.38%. As we 

have a tendency to expected, the documents that area unit 

properly classified by only 1 classifier can’t properly 

classified by this technique. The SBED technique obtains 

best results, growing up to ninety two.04% when fourteen 

learning steps with a pair of.17% smaller than the higher 

limit. Also, this technique is that the quickest one as a 

result of it selects the primary acceptable classifier and 

since the computation price is lowers. The last technique 

(SBCOS) is that the most rigorous one as a result of it finds 

the simplest element classifier. As a consequence, the 

coaching time for SBCOS is longer at a mean of twenty 

one minutes relatively with SBED. The goal of in progress 

work is to classify larger text knowledge sets. Additionally 

need to develop a pre classification of all documents, 

getting fewer samples. At the moment use the obtained 

samples as entry vectors for the already developed options 

choice and classification for internet mining applications, 

so as to extract and classified on-line Reviews. 

Junfeng et al., 2009 proposes article extraction with 

template-independent wrapper. Authors think about the 

matter of template-independent Reviews extraction. The 

progressive Reviews extraction technique is predicated on 

template-level wrapper induction that has 2 serious 

limitations. 1) It cannot properly extract pages happiness to 

the unseen example till the wrapper for that example has 

been generated. 2) its pricey to keep up up-to-date wrappers 

for many websites, as a result of any amendment of a 

example could cause the breakup of the corresponding 

wrapper. During this paper authors formalize Reviews 

extraction as a machine learning drawback and learn a 

template-independent wrapper employing a terribly little 

range of labeled Reviews pages from one website. Novel 

choices dedicated to Reviews titles and bodies unit 

developed severally. Correlations between the Reviews title 

and so the Reviews body unit exploited. Our template-

independent wrapper can extract Reviews pages from 

entirely totally different sites despite templates. 

 

Flowchart 
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Algorithm 

1. Acquire the Reviews data from the online source or 

local source 

2. Extract the ontology method based keywords from the 

given Reviews text 

3. Apply the keyword matching and weight calculation 

using the supervised method with the specific category 

based list matching method 

4. Construct the keyword matching matrix using the pre-

defined weight lists stored into the SRD (Sparse 

Ranking Data). 

5. Iterate the step 3 and 5 iteratively for all Review texts. 

 

Results and Analysis 

The research data has been collected from the standard 

Reviews data to extract the data from the online resources. 

The standard Reviews data has been extracted from the 

online Reviews sources. The Reviews data rearrangement 

method has been utilized to rearrange the Reviews data 

shape in order to save it into the local database. The local 

database Reviews data population plays the vital role in the 

automatic Reviews classification, as it enables the quick 

response ability of the classification system. 
 

Table 1: Reviews data analysis over the Reviews entries 
 

Iteratio

n 

Reviews 

ID 

Categor

y 

Keywords 

Matched 

Result

s 

1 402 1 23 TP 

2 403 1 0 TP 

3 404 0 13 TP 

4 405 0 22 TP 

5 410 1 24 TP 

6 416 0 30 TP 

7 417 1 13 TP 

8 418 1 31 TP 

9 419 1 25 TP 

10 420 0 22 TP 

11 422 1 27 TP 

12 423 0 23 TP 

13 406 0 17 FN 

14 407 0 17 FN 

15 408 1 22 FN 

16 409 1 27 FN 

17 411 1 27 FN 

18 412 1 18 FN 

19 413 1 23 FN 

20 414 0 22 FN 

21 415 0 23 FN 

 

The overall results have been collected over the samples 

mentioned in the above table The result obtained from the 

Reviews data entries collected from the online sources has 

been arranged and mentioned in the form of Reviews ID, 

detected category, total keywords extracted by the proposed 

model and the type of statistical error. 
 

Table 2: Statistical type 1 and type 2 errors collected 
 

Parameter Name Number of Test Cases 

TP 12 

TN 0 

FP 0 

FN 8 

 

The table 2 contains the statistical parameters in account 

from the experiments conducted over the results of the API 

Reviews data. The proposed model has been obtained with 

the primary statistical type 1 and type 2 errors. 

 
Table 3: Performance measures calculated over the above table 

 

Parameter Name Number of Test Cases 

Precision 100 

Recall 60 

F1-Measure 75 

Accuracy 60 
 

The table 3 contains the performance measures computed 

over the statistical measures in the table 3 in account from 

the experiments conducted over results obtained from the 

online Reviews sources. The proposed model has been 

obtained with the primary statistical type 1 and type 2 

errors. The result has improved to92%. 
 

Conclusion 

A number of experiments have been conducted over the 

proposed model by using the various forms of the input 

data generated after various levels of pre-processing. The 

proposed model has been tested for the various 

performance measures which includes the precision, recall, 

average prediction accuracy and F1-measures. All of the 

above performance measures has been obtained after the 

estimation of the statistical type 1 and type 2 errors over the 

input data. The proposed model has been found accurate 

higher than 60-85% in all of the rounds if the true negative 

cases are also being analyzed. The proposed model has 

been recorded with the average accuracy over all of the test 

cases nearly at 83% which is better all of the other models 

used under the existing model. The proposed model has 

outperformed all of the existing models designed with the 

different filters over the differently processed datasets. 
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